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Lack of large semantic variability patterns is a major obstacle to progress in
semantic inferencefor medical data available online. Prominent inference knowledge
representation includes entailment rules. Large-scale inference based knowledge systems
have initiatedwork on automatic paraphrase and entailment rules acquisition. This
work identifiesHypernym of medical terms and clubs them with entailment rule
acquisition. A hyponym word tree in the document is created and used with the
dependency tree. Features extraction is achieved through weighted TF-IDF where word
weight is computed based on hyponyms present in a radix tree. The proposed system was
evaluated using k-Nearest neighbour (kNN) algorithm with good results.
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Increased use of medical related web
sites, recommender systems can suggest matching
participants. Here, a two-way interaction model is
considered where users, called senders forward
message to each user, called recipients. The latter
reply positively/negatively1. The recommendation
method in this model suggests a candidate
recipients group likely to reply positively to
senders.Adaptive Web concentrates on
personalized services tailored to meet individual
users specific needs (user context including user
characteristics, device, and environment
properties) regarding content recommendation,
navigation adaptation, and presentation
customization2. Semantic Web envisioned by Tim
Berners-Lee planned to improve the present Web
through addition of a semantic metadata layer,

allowing advanced machine information processing
and ultimately improving application
interoperability, data integration, sharing, and
availability.

Knowledge is essential to Semantic Web
applications with explicit description of concepts
in a discourse domain3. Knowledge acquisitions
in present approaches are grouped into two types,
ontology acquisition and rule acquisition. The
focus is about gathering knowledge automatically
from the web consisting of unstructured data.
Knowledge acquisition based on ontology is more
popular research area compared to rule acquisition4.
Nevertheless, small rules were implied in web pages
previously and have the potential to acquire them
from Web pages similar to ontology learning5. For
example,a text’s upper part in a web page explaining
return policies of books purchased online is a
representative of online bookstores. The lower part
reveals text acquired rules.

Ontology learning6 refers to extracting
conceptual knowledge from different sources to
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build ontology. Ontology learning approaches need
knowledge from the Web, as it offers valuable
information for domains. The foundation to get
knowledge structures is intensive use of
incremental methodology to construct terms
taxonomies, associated web resources and
discovering non-taxonomic relationships relevant
to desired domain7. This method’s important
characteristic is the entire process being performed
automatically in a totally unsupervised and domain
independent way directly from the Web.

A hyponym describes things more
specifically. Proper nouns are hyponyms. Victoria
Falls is a hyponym for the concept of a waterfall
and Ford the hyponym for a concept car. Similar to
a hypodermic needle ending in a very fine point,
hyponyms pointedly focus the search8. Hypernyms
refer to broad general concepts. Car or airplanes
are hypernyms for precise terms like Toyota Camry
or Boeing 747. If not enough results is got in a web
search, the search can be broadened by the use of
hypernyms.Common points between entailment
rule acquisition and the proposed approach acquire
inference rules from text/Web.

This work identifies web Hypernyms
(superordinate words) in medical related web pages
and clubs with entailment rule acquisition. This
work is structuredwith section two reviewing
previous knowledge acquisition based work.
Section 3 describes methodologies used in this
work. Experimental results of the proposed
approach are discussedin Section 4. Section 5
presents the conclusion.
Related work

Anapproach to locate hypernym relations
between terms of specific knowledge domain was
introduced by Rios-Alvarado, et al., [9] which
combined WordNet to retrieve a term’s most
representative hypernyms. Identification of
hypernym/hyponymy relations between terms is
imperative to build taxonomy. Earlier works used
specific lexical patterns or identified new patterns.
Efficient algorithms to identify key concepts based
on least common-ancestor and greatest common
descendant were proposed by Ranwez, et al.,10.A
method for automatic hypernym/hyponymy
relations acquisition from a Turkish raw text was
proposed by Yildizand Yildirim11.

Decision tree technology and its use in
Web information extraction were studied by Hong-

ye12. According to datasets, by information
extraction, an agricultural products market decision
tree was constructed by C4.5/C5.0 algorithm, which
updated data constantly and generated
understandable rules. The experiment proved the
feasibility of using decision tree based Web
information extraction.

A decision tree learning approach over
Document Object Model (DOM) based features
aimed at cleaning uninformative sections to extract
informative content in three classes: title, main
content and additional information was presented
by Uzun, et al.,13. The proposed approach, different
from earlier studies proved the learning model for
extraction of main content on DIV and TD tags
achieving 95.58% accuracy in cleaning
uninformative sections and extracting informative
content. 0.96 f-measure was obtained for the
extraction of the main block.

A refined IDF schema called Channel
Distribution Information (CDI) IDF, was proposed
by Xu, et al.,14. Meaningless terms and top terms
could be identified according to statistical figures.
Compared to traditional TF-IDF, CDI TF-IDF
increased F-measure 3.00%.

Various TF or TF-IDF weighting based
term weights were proposed by Bartík15.
Modification was visual areas based where text
and their visual properties appear as web pages
constantly increase. In the proposed method,
textual/visual information found suitable web page
content representation.

Recognition task was first defined, and
then a new recognition framework to extract web
entities was proposed by Liu and Zhang16. The
author first proposed a sentence similarity based
k-nearest neighbor classifier to discover sentences
having web entity activity. Then, based on
dependency parsing feature, heuristic rules set
extracted information from sentences. Experiments
proved the method’s feasibility and effectiveness
adaptable to multi-domains.

A solution using a k-nearest-neighbour
approach to classify documents returned by search
engines by building classifiers using data from
collaborative tagging systems was proposed by
Yeung, et al.,17. Traditional Web search engines
use keyword-based approach. When user
submitted keyword is ambiguous, search result
consists of documents related to the keyword’s
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differing meanings, where the user will be
interested in only one. Search results by Google
showed the proposed method, classifying
documents with high precision.

Fuzzy k-NN network based classification
was presented by Zhang, et al.,18 where the
process of web classification, TF-IDF selected web
content features to increase accuracy and suit real
world which used membership grades. Experiments
proved classification performance to be better than
k-NN and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

Two classification algorithms for
document classification,submitted to BioCreative
II.5 PPI Classification Challenge Task were
described and evaluated by Ambertand Cohen19.
The task was to design classifiers to identify
documents with PPI-related information in primary
literature, evaluating them against each other. One
of the proposed system, which was judged the
best system, used a new approach to k-nearest
neighbor classification described here comparing
its performance with two SVM based classification
systems, one also evaluating the challenge task.

Consideration of top-k classification
approach as a word belonging to many concepts
was proposed by Warintarawej, et al.,20. Labelled-
words were separated into syllables, and feature
selection selected discriminative syllables. A
syllable frequency and mutual information
performed with Naive Bayes classifier and K-
nearest neighbor (KNN). The results revealed top-
k classification model analyzing a new word by
relating it to many concepts.Classification of

textual data based on content was also explored
by Wajeedand Adilakshmi21.

A method to network harmful KNN based
information and improving classification efficiency
through training samples elimination to prevent
misclassification was presented by Yan and Yang22.
Experiment proved that proposed system’s
precision and recall were enhanced and reduced
classification time-consumption.

An improvedKNN based text
classification performance in P2P communication
paradigm,P2PKNNCwas proposed by Yu and Yu23.
P2PKNNC executed k nearest neighbor(s) queries
in a distributed metric structure influencing part
from neighbors classifying input document
regarding disturbance degree. Experiments
showed the algorithm ensured great performance
improvement on imbalanced corpora.

METHODOLOGY

In this work, the medical web documents
are pre-processed, features are extracted and on
acquiring rules, kNN is used to classify the
document. The stop words and stemming are the
steps in pre-processing. In this work, Hypernyms
are identified in the web page and clubbed with
entailment rule acquisition. A tree of hyponym
words that are available in the document is created
and used with dependency tree. Features are also
extracted using weighted TF-IDF where the weight
of the word is computed based on the number of
hyponyms present in the radix tree. Performance is
evaluated using k-Nearest neighbour
algorithm.Figure 1 shows the flowchart for the
proposed methodology.

Table 1. Entailment Relation

Input Correct Incorrect

X change Y (←) X modify Y X adopt Y
(DIRT) (←) X amend Y X create Y

(←) X revise Y X stick to Y
X change Y (→) X alter Y X maintain Y
(TEASE) (→) X affect Y X follow Y

(←) X extend Y X use Y

Table 2. Performance measurement on Rules

Techniques Used Precision Recall

Entailment based rule acquisition 88.74 86.52
Proposed technique 94.62 92.34

Table 3. Performance measurement on Antecedent

Techniques Used Precision Recall

Entailment based rule acquisition 90.48 76.24
Proposed technique 95.2 89.4

Table 4. Performance measurement on consequent

Techniques Used Precision Recall

Entailment based rule acquisition 90.68 77.84
Proposed technique 96.44 87.68
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Stop words
Stopwords are common words in text with

little meaning and have no subject matter.
Stopwords have varied impact on information
retrieval effectiveness24,25. They also affect
efficiency due to their nature and because they
carry no meaning resulting in unproductive
processing.
Stemming

Stemming transforms different
inflections/same word derivations to one common
“stem”. Stemming can indicate removal of either
prefix or suffix. A good stemmer should convert a
word’s different syntactic forms to its normalized
form. Porter Stemmer26 is a common compact
method  used for stemming. Text classification is
possible through various learning classifier
approaches like k-nearest neighbor, decision tree
induction, Naïve Bayesian, SVM and latent
semantic index27.
Radix trees

Radix trees are not bound by the order in
which data is inserted, and hence lead to balanced
data structures. But, radix methods performance in
some situations is poor: where keys have specific
pattern, for e.g. all keys start with 000000, radix

methods are slow and by themselves do not handle
duplicate keys, though they are combined with
other data structures to do so.

Radix trees include two node types: Inner
nodes mapping partial keys to other nodes, and
leaf nodes, which store values corresponding to
keys. The best representation of an inner node is a
2s pointers array. In tree traversal, an s bit chunk of
key is the index into that array which determines
next child node without additional comparison.

Radix trees have many properties
distinguishing them from comparison-based search
trees28:
· Radix trees height (and complexity)
depends on keys length but generally not on
number of elements in tree.
· Radix trees need no rebalancing operation
as all insertion orders lead to same tree.
· Keys are stored lexicographically.
· A leaf node’s path represents the key to
that leaf. Hence, keys are stored implicitly and are
reconstructed from paths.

An example of Radix tree for brain tumours
is shown in figure 2. From this diagram, it is
observed thatEpendymom is a hyponym of Intra
parenchymatous and Intra parenchymatous is
hyponym of brain tumor and so on. Also,
Oligodendroglioma and Gangliocyto are co-
hyponyms and its superordinate term is Intra
paernchymatous.
Entailment Rules

An entailment rule ‘L ’! R’ is a directional
relationbetween two templates, L and R. Templates
created can be mapped to textfragments with
variables can be linear or parse sub trees29.
Entailment rules help applications infer one text

Fig. 1. Flowchart for Proposed Methodology Fig. 2. Example of Radix tree for Brain Tumor
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variant from another. An example of entailment
relation is shown in Table 1.

Web Page Classification has two steps:
1) Pre-processing and 2) Classification. Pre-
processing depends on factors like feature
selection that plans to reduce webpages complexity
to minimize time to build a classifier model.
Term Frequency- Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF)

The tf*idf30,31 metric includes two
components: inverse document frequency (idf) and
term frequency (tf) which are multiplied when
computing tf*idf. The first word-based feature is
term frequency (tf) which measures importance of
word tj in document, i.e. mood, dj with ni,j
occurrences of word in document dj , divided by
sum of number of occurrences of words in
document dj32.

...(1)

k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is the simplest

among machine learning algorithms and is an
instance based learning method33. k-NN algorithm
is a similarity-based learning algorithm has been
effectively used forInformation retrieval34. In a test
document, k-NN algorithm finds k nearest
neighbors among training documents. Each
neighbor document’s similarity score to test
document is used as categories weight of neighbor
document.

k-NN is simple but effective for
classification motivating improvement of the
algorithm regarding efficiency and accuracy and
preventing bias from dominating classes35. There

Fig. 3. Performance measurement on Rules

Fig. 4. Performance measurement on Antecedent
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are three factors affecting k-NNalgorithm including
1) similarity/distance measure to find k-NN, 2) k,
which is number of nearest neighbor, and 3)
decision rule to identify a class for test document
from k-NN. An object is classified by majority
neighbours vote; the aim being to be assigned to
most common class amongst k nearest neighbors.
Creation of the neighbourhood is by finding
distance of test instance with various cluster
centroids and calculating mean distance of total
distance. So, a circle of radius ‘r’ is formed around
test instance, where r is mean distance of test
instance to various cluster centroids and is given
by equation (2)37:

...(2)

Where,
c is number of clusters formed,
n is total attributes,

ia  is attribute weight of corresponding attribute,
and

ix

,

iy

 are values of attributes corresponding to i.

Attribute weighting keeps imbalanced
class distribution at bay lowering creation of a large
neighborhood. Though mean distance might not
represent the best solution through trial and error,
it represents a good fit for neighborhood selection
issues.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For evaluation of the proposed methods,
Barnes and Noble web pages are used. The
experiments are conducted under three scenarios.
They are Performance measurement on Rules,
Performance measurement on Antecedent and
Performance measurement on consequent.

From figure 3, the precision of the
proposed methodincreased by 6.21% and recall of
the proposed method increased by 6.3%.

From figure 4 the precision of the
proposed method increased by 4.96% and recall of
the proposed method increased by 14.72%.

Similarly from figure 5 that the precision
of the proposed method increased by 5.97% and
recall of the proposed method increased by11.22%.

CONCLUSION

Automatic medical web page
classification assigns a document to a relevant
category. Classification system should take
advantage of categories, hierarchal structure in
medical terms. Hyponymy is transitive and
asymmetrical. For e.g. economic is of social science
hyponymy, but social science a hypernym of
economic. This work proposed a novel technique
of Semantic integration of medical terms with
entailment. This work used a radix tree to construct

Fig. 5. Performance measurement on consequent
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hyponyms from hypernyms. The identified
Hypernyms are clubbed with entailment rule
acquisition using weights from the radix tree
constructed. The obtained bag of features is
converted to feature vectors using TF-IDF.Results
show that the proposed method achieves higher
precision and recall when compared to entailment
based rule acquisition.
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